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STAFF REPORT: FEBURARY 17, 2021 MEETING   PREPARED BY: B. CAGNEY 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 21-6997 
ADDRESS: 14935 WESTWOOD 
HISTORIC DISTRICT: ROSEDALE PARK 
APPLICANT: EDWARD WENZ / CTI CONTRACTOR SERVICES, LLC 
PROPERTY OWNER: DEMARYST GARWOOD 
DATE OF PROVISIONALLY COMPLETE APPLICATION: 1/19/2021 
DATE OF STAFF VISIT: 2/4/2021  

SCOPE OF WORK:  REPLACE EXISTING WINDOWS, ADD ALUMINUM TRIM TO SOFFITS, FASCIA

14935 Westwood, staff photo.  

Existing Conditions 
14935 Westwood is a 2 story, single-family home, erected in 1951, located midblock between Eaton and 
Chilfonte Ave, in Rosedale Park. The home features a white brick first story and white aluminum 
horizontal siding on the second story. The home is an example of Rosedale Park’s post-World War II 
architecture: the façade of the home features fewer architectural details than some of the other homes in 
the neighborhood that were built earlier in the century. Instead, this home offers the home owner a design 
with less maintenance and the comfort of an attached garage.  The original true divided light windows 
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and the front door are some of the most character defining features of the home, besides the white brick. 
The home features aluminum siding on the second story, it is the applicant’s understanding the siding is 
original to the home and there is no old siding below, just fiber board sheathing. The windows feature 
aluminum storm windows and have been trimmed with white aluminum coil.  

The applicant states that there is lead contamination from paint around the home. As submitted in the 
Lead Inspection & Risk Assessment Report, windows, exterior aluminum soffit, siding and window 
trims have been painted with a lead based pain and that all windows show signs of lead contamination 
and the operation of such creates dust, posing a hazard to the occupants of the home, especially children. 
The applicant states that the replacement of the windows is the only 100% assurance to remove the lead 
hazard from the home.  

HDC digital archives do not indicate that any COA’s have been issued for this address. BSEED records 
do not indicate any exterior permits have been pulled at this address with the exception of the pending 
permits currently in review for the lead remediation work.  

Proposed Scope of Work: With the current proposal, the applicant is seeking the Commission’s 
approval to remediate the lead hazards of the home through the following workscope:  

Window Replacement: 
• Replace (17) seventeen double-hung windows, including sash, jamb, trim and sill, with new

Quaker wood window units.
o The window frames of the proposed units are generally within 3/8” of existing frame size.

• Window types include 6/6, 4/4, 8/1, 3/1 and 1/1.
o The proposed windows feature exterior applied muntins to match the original

configuration of the existing windows.
o Proposed muntins are 1/8” larger than existing muntins.

• Applicant proposes to remove the exterior steel protection bars from the exterior of the windows.

Enclosure of existing trim on soffit and fascia: 
• The applicant is proposing to cover the existing aluminum with new aluminum to enclose all

existing lead paint and dust that may be created.
• A manufacture specification for the aluminum enclosure was not provided.

Front Door Repair: 
• Door will remain and will be scraped & painted to maintain old existing wood unit.

o The front door will be cut down on the edges to remove paint and re-painted to ensure no
edges will hit or cause friction or impact to cause lead dust.

Staff Observations and Research: 
• Rosedale Park Historic District was designated in 2007.
• HDC photo achieves do not include a designation photo for this address.
• The applicant has provided additional information to staff as to why replacement has been

proposed.
• The applicant provided a letter from the State Historic Preservation Officer stating they found

the proposal will have no adverse effect provided the following conditions are met:
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o The original front door, if existing, should be repaired, rather than replaced. If the door
is beyond repair, then the replacement door must match the size, design, proportions,
profile and where possible, materials of the existing original door.

o Existing original windows should be repaired rather than replaced. If these windows are
beyond repair, or documented lead levels preclude reuse, then the replacement windows
must match the size, design, proportions, profile, and where possible materials of the
existing original windows. If sash replacements are used in lieu of replacement windows,
they must match the size, design, proportions, profile and material of the existing sash,
with no modern materials exposed. Aluminum or vinyl clad sashes are not generally
acceptable. If true divided light windows are not used, grilles must be permanently affixed
to both the interior and the exterior of the windows. Enclosed is a copy of Preservation
Brief #9: "The Repair of Historic Wooden Windows" that provides further guidance on
this issue. Vinyl windows generally do not meet these requirements.

o Tinted windows are inappropriate in historic buildings. A low-e coating is acceptable
only if the coating does not cause a tint or significantly increase the reflectivity of the
glass.

o Aluminum or vinyl covered trim is not appropriate on a historic building. The existing
original trim should be repaired and repainted, rather than replaced or covered with
synthetic materials. Any replacement trim needed must match the material, size,
configuration, and face exposure of the original. Enclosed are copies of Preservation
Brief #8: Aluminum and Vinyl Siding on Historic Buildings and Preservation Brief #10:
Exterior Paint Problems on Historic Woodwork that provide further guidance on these
issues. This includes exterior fascias, frieze boards, porch beans, door and window
casings.

Issues: 

• The U.S. Department of the Interior Technical Preservation Brief # 37, Appropriate Methods for 
Reducing Lead-Paint Hazards in Historic Housing, offers guidance, as listed below, but no 
absolute rules to lead remediation (See Issues).

o “Features and finishes of a historic building that exhibit distinctive characteristics of an 
architectural style; represent work by specialized craftsmen; or possess high artistic value 
should be identified so they can be protected and preserved during treatment. When it is 
absolutely necessary to remove a significant architectural feature or finish-as noted in the 
first two priorities listed below-it should be replaced with a new feature and finish that 
matches in design, detail, color, texture, and, in most cases, material.”

o “To make historic housing lead-safe, the gentlest method possible should be used to 
remove the offending substance-lead-laden dust, visible paint chips, lead in soil, or 
extensively deteriorated paint. Overly aggressive abatement may damage or destroy much 
more historic material.”

• The applicant states that “even if paint is stripped, lead will leach into the wood and leach back 
into new painted units” and “replacement is the only 100% assurance that the lead will be 
removed, and the lead hazard s will not return to poison these children or others in the future.”

• Staff does recognize that windows are an operable feature on a house and that friction can create 
dust.

• TPS Brief 37 gives staff guidance in planning for lead hazard reduction:
o See full attachment uploaded with staff report on website.
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1. Identify the historical significance of the building and architectural character of its features 
and finishes; 

2. Undertake a risk assessment of interior and exterior surfaces to determine the hazards from 
lead and lead based paint;  
o Hazards should be removed, mitigated, or managed in the order of their health threat, as 

identified in a risk assessment (with 1. the greatest risk and 8. the least dangerous): 
1. Peeling, chipping, flaking, and chewed interior lead¬ based paint and surfaces 
2. Lead dust on interior surfaces 
3. High lead in soil levels around the house and in play areas (check state requirements) 
4. Deteriorated exterior painted surfaces and features 
5. Friction surfaces subject to abrasion (windows, doors, painted floors) 
6. Accessible, chewable surfaces (sills, rails) if small children are present 
7. Impact surfaces (baseboards and door jambs) 
8. Other interior surfaces showing age or deterioration (walls and ceilings) 

3. Evaluate the options for lead hazard control in the context of historic preservation standards. 
o “The preservation standards call for the protection of historic materials and historic 

character of buildings through stabilization, conservation, maintenance, and repair. 
The rehabilitation standards call for the repair of historic materials with replacement 
of a character-defining feature appropriate only when its deterioration or damage is 
so extensive that repair is infeasible. From a preservation standpoint, selecting a 
hazard control method that removes only the deteriorating paint, or that involves some 
degree of repair, is always preferable to the total replacement of a historic feature.” 

o “By tying the remedial work to the areas of risk, it is possible to limit the amount of 
intrusive work on delicate or aging features of a building without jeopardizing the 
health and safety of the occupants. To make historic housing lead-safe, the gentlest 
method possible should be used to remove the offending substance-lead-laden dust, 
visible paint chips, lead in soil, or extensively deteriorated paint. Overly aggressive 
abatement may damage or destroy much more historic material than is necessary to 
remove lead paint, such as abrading historic surfaces. Another reason for targeting 
paint removal is to limit the amount of lead dust on the work site. This, in turn, helps 
avoid expensive worker protection, cleanup, and disposal of larger amounts of 
hazardous waste.” 

• The applicant is proposing to encapsulate the soffits and frieze boards that have been painted 
with lead based paint with additional aluminum covering. It is unclear the overall effect that this 
will have on the facade. It is not clear if the applicant has explored alternate means of paint 
removal or in-kind replacement. 

• The letter from the SHIPO states “The existing original trim should be repaired and repainted, 
rather than replaced or covered with synthetic materials. Any replacement trim needed must 
match the material, size, configuration, and face exposure of the original.” Staff would 
recommend approval for in-kind replacement of the soffit and trim. While it aluminum material 
may be original to the home, staff does not feel it is a character-defining feature and replacing it 
in-kind would be more appropriate than encapsulating these features with another layer of 
aluminum trim. 

• It is staff’s opinion, based in the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and the 
Technical Preservation Brief that it may be possible to eliminate the lead hazard by alternate 
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means besides complete window replacement. Staff has asked the applicant to explain why this 
is not possible in this case. 

 
 

 
Recommendation: Window Replacement  
Staff is still not clear that full scale window removal and replacement is “gentlest method possible” and 
would advocate for an approach consistent with NPS guidelines, as required of the Commission in its 
consideration of a Certificate of Appropriateness. Therefore, staff recommends that the Commission 
deny a Certificate of Appropriateness for the proposed work. 
 
Should the Commission approve the removal of the windows, Staff feels that the Quaker wood windows 
would be an appropriate replacement as proposed, material design and operation of the proposed 
windows is appropriate replacement for the existing wood windows if the Commission should agree with 
the applicant that the replacement is the best method for lead remediation. 
 
Recommendation: Soffit and Fascia encapsulation  
It is staff’s opinion that the encapsulation of the soffits and fascia of the home with additional aluminum 
trim would not totally eliminate the hazard and detract from the overall historic character of the home. 
Staff recommends that the Commission deny this method of lead remediation. However, staff would 
support in-kind replacement of these features with the condition that the applicant supply specifications 
of replacement materials. 
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14935 Westwood, southwest view, 1980 HDC designation photo.   
 

 
14935 Westwood, southeast view, staff photo.   
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14935 Westwood, west facade, staff photo.   



HDC Application for work @
14935 Westwood – Detroit, MI  48223

Lead Abatement Project for 
State of Michigan Lead Program

• Objective of project is to 
remediate / abatement / control 
lead hazards to save children in 
the home from lead poisoning.
• Owner: Demaryst Garwood
• 313-896-6008

• State Lead Abatement Contractor
• CTI Contractor Services, LLC
• State Firm Lic # C-00982
• City Lic# LIC2020-00899



Front Livingroom

Exterior view of front side A

Livingroom windows

Current units are 40% upper & 60% lower 
Double Hung type windows

Old Aluminum storm windows are present but
in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Muntin bars on flankers & only upper on center

Front of home has aluminum soffit and siding 
on front & partial sides.  All soffit and fascia and 
rake boards are already trimmed with aluminum 
trim.  They were subsequently painted with 
lead-based paint on top of the aluminum trim 
some time in the past history of paint work



Front Upper Bedroom

Front upper bedroom side A on the home, 
but on left side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Shutters are to remain

Existing soffit & fascia and gutters are all 
aluminum, but were painted over



Front Upper Bedroom

Front upper bedroom side A on the home, 
but on right side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Shutters are to remain

Existing soffit & fascia and gutters are all 
aluminum, but were painted over



Front Livingroom 2 /  
Familyroom area

Front lower livingroom / familyroom side A 
on the home, but on right side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are not 
present only frame. Frame in poor and non-
working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Shutters are to remain

Existing soffit & fascia and gutters are all 
aluminum, but were painted over



Side B Upper Windows

Side B (left side) upper bedrooms side B on 
the home, but on left side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Existing rake edge and gable vent are all 
aluminum, but were painted over

> 1st floor windows in livingroom on side B
are glass block



Side D  Upper Stairwell

Side D (right side) upper stairwell window 
side D on the home, but on right side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Windows bars would be removed

Existing rake edge and gable vent are all 
aluminum, but were painted over



Side D  Upper Bedroom

Side D (right side) upper front bedroom 
window side D on the home, but on right 
side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition.  Only 
frame is existing

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Existing rake edge and gable vent are all 
aluminum, but were painted over



Garage Windows

Garage Windows on Side D & C

Right Side or Home and Rear Side of Home

Both windows are currently and have been 
for many years a Glass Block type window

These units are not lead painted and will not 
be addressed as part of the Lead Abatement 
Project as SOW by the State.



Kitchen Window

Exterior view of Rear side C

Kitchen window

Current units are 40% upper & 60% lower 
Double Hung type windows

Muntin bars only on upper section

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Paint is flaking off areas where trim is missing

Window bars will be removed



1st Floor ½ Bathroom

Side D (right side) Lower bathroom window 
side D on the home, but on right side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern, 
missing as glass was changed.  Lower glass is 
obscure

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Paint is flaking off areas where trim is missing

Window bars will be removed



Diningroom Windows

Exterior view of Rear side C

Diningroom windows, 2 units.  View is inside 
the sun porch area

Current units are 50/50 Double Hung type 
windows

Muntin bars are standard colonial type

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition.  Only 
frame is existing

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Paint is flaking off areas where trim is missing

Window bars will be removed



Upper Bedrooms

Exterior view of Rear side C

Upper Bedroom windows, 2 units.  View is 
from rear and is 2 different bedrooms

Current units are 50/50 Double Hung type 
windows

Muntin bars are standard colonial type

Old Aluminum storm windows are present 
but in poor and non-working condition.  Only 
frame is existing

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Paint is flaking off areas where trim is missing

Window bars will be removed



Rear Livingroom 2 /  
Family room area

Rear lower livingroom / familyroom side C on 
the home, but on rear side

Current window unit is a 50/50 Double Hung

Muntins are standard colonial pattern

Old Aluminum storm windows are not 
present only frame. Frame in poor and non-
working condition

All windows are trimmed with aluminum coil 
trim, white in color

Existing soffit & fascia and gutters are all 
aluminum, but were painted over



Front Entry Door

Side A – Front Entry Door

Door will remain and will be scraped &
painted to maintain old existing wood unit to 
keep same style as built



14935 Westwood - Lead Hazards

• Livingroom Windows

Paint Chips & 
Lead Dust.

High Levels of 
Lead Dust 
were found 
and is 
considered 
Hazardous



14935 Westwood - Lead Hazards

• Old Wood Windows
Paint Chips & 
Lead Dust.

High Levels of 
Lead Dust 
were found 
and is 
considered 
Hazardous



14935 Westwood - Lead Hazards

• Old Wood Windows

Paint Chips & Lead 
Dust.

High Levels of Lead 
Dust were found 
and is considered 
Hazardous



14935 Westwood - Lead Hazards

• Old Wood Windows

Paint Chips & Lead 
Dust.

High Levels of Lead 
Dust were found and 
is considered 
Hazardous



14935 Westwood - Lead Hazards

• Old Wood Windows
Paint Chips & 
Lead Dust.

High Levels of 
Lead Dust 
were found 
and is 
considered 
Hazardous



14935 Westwood - Lead Hazards

• Old Wood Windows

Paint Chips & 
Lead Dust.

High Levels of 
Lead Dust were 
found and is 
considered 
Hazardous



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Front Livingroom windows

Center Double Hung unit
painted shut

Locks on other flanker 
units do not work 



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Side B Livingroom 
windows – Left side

Glass Block windows



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Dining room windows

painted shut

Locks on both units do not 
work 



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Rear Side C Kitchen window

Center Double Hung unit
painted shut

Locks on units do not work

Storm is missing pieces and 
does not work 



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Side D ½ Bath window

Unit does not operate well

Locks on unit do not work

Glass panes have been 
changed and muntin bars 
removed 



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Living room 2 / Family 
room windows – 2 Units

Units does not operate well

Locks on unit do not work

Storm windows are missing 
panes and frame only



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Side D Stairwell window

Unit does not operate well

Locks on unit do not work

Glass panes loose and 
glazing bad



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Side C Full Bath window

Unit does not operate well

Locks on unit do not work

Glass panes have been 
changed and muntin bars 
removed on lower unit



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Side A & D Upper Bedroom
Window

Unit does not operate well

Locks on unit do not work

Glass are un poor condition

Storm windows are broken



14935 Westwood – Detroit = Interior View

Side A & B Upper Bedroom 
windows

Unit does not operate well

Locks on unit do not work

Glass panes and glazing in poor 
condition



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Neighboring Homes on Street

• 14925 Westwood

• Neighbor to left of home

• Property has all vinyl
replacement windows

• Property has all aluminum trim 
on fascia, rake, windows.



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Neighboring Homes on Street

• 14915 Westwood

• Neighbor to left of home

• Property has all vinyl
replacement windows

• Property has all aluminum trim 
on fascia, rake, windows.

• Aluminum siding



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Neighboring Homes on Street

• 14922 Westwood

• Neighbor to left of home

• Property has all vinyl
replacement windows

• Property has all aluminum trim 
on fascia, rake, windows.



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Neighboring Homes on Street

• 14940 Westwood

• Neighbor to left of home

• Property has all vinyl
replacement windows

• Property has all aluminum trim 
on fascia, rake, windows.

• Vinyl Siding



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Neighboring Homes on Street

• 14950 Westwood

• Neighbor to left of home

• Property has all vinyl
replacement windows

• Property has all aluminum trim 
on fascia, rake, windows.

• Vinyl Siding



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Neighboring Homes on Street

• 14960 Westwood

• Neighbor to left of home

• Property has all vinyl
replacement windows

• Property has all aluminum trim 
on fascia, rake, windows.

• Vinyl Siding



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Proposed New Windows – QUAKER Windows

• Quaker Windows Systems

• Historic Fit Units

• Residential Windows

• Factory Powder-Coat Painted 
window exterior

• Lay On Glass Wood Muntin Bars 
for matching look of existing.

• Low-E & Argon gas filled sealed 
glass.  Low film Low-e to match 
existing clear glass.



14935 Westwood – Detroit = 
Proposed New Windows – QUAKER Windows

• Quaker Windows Systems

• Historic Fit Units

• Residential Windows

• Unfinished wood on interior -
can be stained or painted

• Lay On Glass Wood Muntin Bars 
for matching look of existing.

• Interior trim can be saved in 
some circumstances, but new 
can be installed to match.



Lead Safe Work for 
Abatement of Existing 
Windows

CTI Contractor Services, LLC is:

• State of Michigan Licensed Builder

• State of Michigan Licensed Lead Abatement 
Firm

• US EPA RRP Firm

• State of Michigan Asbestos Abatement Firm

• City of Detroit Licensed Contractor

All Work will be performed to meet HUD, EPA, & State Lead Abatement 
Standards to make the home “Lead Safe” for the children in the home.  





















REPLACING  YOUR REPLACING  YOUR OLDOLD WOOD WINDOWS WITH  WOOD WINDOWS WITH NEWNEW 
WOOD WINDOWS IS NO LONGER OUT OF THE QUESTION.WOOD WINDOWS IS NO LONGER OUT OF THE QUESTION.

Wood Clad Replacements Windows by

Quaker’s Classic Fit Series & Historic Fit Series, are a triumphant blend of imaginative and diverse designs teamed with Quaker’s Classic Fit Series & Historic Fit Series, are a triumphant blend of imaginative and diverse designs teamed with 
an absolute demand for energy-efficiency. Truly these an absolute demand for energy-efficiency. Truly these wood clad replacement windows are thewood clad replacement windows are the perfect fit every time. perfect fit every time.
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Aluminum clad exterior is essentially maintenance free and available 
in 33 “Quick-Pick” colors. Got a special exterior color in mind? Get 
any color in the spectrum with our custom color capabilities.

Warm, natural interior is courtesy of radiatta pine wood. Alder wood 
is optional. Ask about custom pre-finished painted interiors in any 
color. Also available: Primed interior ready-to-paint.  

Insulated glass sustains a year-round barrier. Add one of our optional 
energy-efficient glazing packages to increase your window’s overall 
effectiveness. For your home’s private areas, ask for obscure glass. 
Include Tempered Glass where additional safety is required.

Operation is simple and convenient with smooth operating cam locks 
and one-touch tilt latches.

Tailor your windows with grids. Between-the-Glass, Applied for a 
Simulated Divided look or Removable Wood grids are all available.

Our Better-Vue™ fiberglass mesh screen is as good as any on the 
market. Superior insect protection. Excellent airflow. Great visibility.

Double Hung, Single Hung and Picture Window models. Also ask 
about Quaker’s full line of matching wood clad patio doors.
  
For 70 years, we’ve promised to stand behind our products with 
one of the best warranties in the industry. Consult your dealer for 
complete warranty details.

Thermal Values Hung Models Picture Window Model
U-Value  0.27-0.32* 0.24-0.29* 
Solar Heat Gain 0.12-0.43* 0.13-0.48*
*Thermal values given are a range achieved using a variety of Quaker’s own energy-efficient Low-E glazing packages. The addition of optional 
grids may alter results slightly. Ask your dealer for details on which of Quaker’s glazing packages best fits your home.

FEATURES AND OPTIONSFEATURES AND OPTIONS

Get more information on Classic Fit and Historic Fit wood clad
replacement windows from your authorized Quaker Window dealer:

www.quakerwindows.com

If you require a wood replacement If you require a wood replacement 
window with more attention to window with more attention to 
historic details, you’ll want to historic details, you’ll want to 
choose our Historic Fit Series. choose our Historic Fit Series. 
Slimmer sightlines and enlarged Slimmer sightlines and enlarged 
viewing areas allow the Historic Fit viewing areas allow the Historic Fit 
to give your project, large or small, to give your project, large or small, 
the timeless look it deserves.the timeless look it deserves.

Low E glazing packages. The addition of optional 
ages best fits your home.

It’s an attention to 
detail and manufacturing 
excellence that distinguishes 
Quaker from all other window 
and door companies in America. 

It’s found in the build of our windows where 
you’ll find 40% more wood, 33% thicker glass, 
and aluminum that’s 4 to 6 times thicker than 
some other popular brands.

It’s represented by a standard of quality, 
engineering, craftsmanship and innovation 
embedded in every product we manufacture.

It’s providing you with the right solution to 
your project, not just selling you windows and 
doors.

That’s the Quaker Difference.

What’s The What’s The 
Quaker Difference?Quaker Difference?









































CTI Contractor Services, LLC 
> Building, Lead, Asbestos, Mold  < 

8756 Trenton Dr – White Lake, MI  48386 

Office: 248-698-6900 ~ fax: 248-694-2001 ~ Wenz_Ed@yahoo.com 

 

 

January 17, 2021 

 

To: City of Detroit Historical District Commission 

 

Re: 14935 Westwood – Detroit 

 

Here are the questions answered as asked in email dated 12/11/2020. 

 

• There are essentially two things the commission will consider:  
o 1. Is removal of historic age windows warranted (you are making the case that yes, 

because of lead) 
▪ The windows are the main reason the children of the home are being poisoned. 
▪ To just do a  paint and or repair will lead the lead in place and cause lead hazards 

to be preset in a short time with the friction and impact on the wood windows. 
o 2. How closely does the proposed replacement window match the existing windows / in 

other words, is it an appropriate match? 
▪ The new units with the high quality Historical Retro Fit by Quaker Windows will 

allow us to be within 3/8” of an inch in similar size. 
▪ With these new units the colonial muntin bars will also be within 1/8” of width of 

size 

 We will need comparison drawings that existing measurements compared with that of the proposed 
windows. The window manufacturer should be able to provide cutsheets, but we will need to make an 
“apples to apples” comparison with the existing windows. 

• I have attached drawings of what is existing on the home.  The other attachment is showing the 
new units cut away. 

Finally, we will need a detailed scope of work that shows exactly what is being replaced with what, to 
include: 

• We have attached a detailed copy of the scope of work that State of Michigan Lead Program has 
written up to remove the lead hazards.  They changed the scope of work from vinyl windows to 
wood units to meet the historical requirements. 

 Written info / Narrative for Commission – submit this as pdf or word document, not in email: 

1. Description of existing conditions (including height, style, materials and design – basic info as 
outlined in power point- ok… how many windows tested positive for lead?) 

 

 

Lic# 2102213550 



 

 

• I have attached a pack of drawings to show the existing sizes of the windows with height, 
width, colonial grid / muntin bar design, thickness of the sash components. 

• All windows were found to be lead and a lead hazards.  The units are a friction and impact 
hazards, along with the heavy deterioration / flaking of the paint. 

• If the old units are left in place the sashes will be allowed to continue to emit lead dust 
and continue to poison the children of the home.  Along with the adults.  Lead poisoning 
is a highly dangerous  effect on both children and adults casing sever damage lasting 
forever. 

 

2. Description of project (including an explanation as to why replacement- rather than repair- of 
existing and/ or construction of new is required) 

• The replacement is the only 100% assurance that the lead will be removed, and the lead hazard s 
will not return to poison these children or others in the future. 

• The repairs of the existing will not remove the lead, even if the paint is stripped.  It has been 
shown that the lead leaches into the wood and will leach back into new painted units. 

o Replacement is the best way to ensure a lead safe home. 
o The Historical Retro fit unit from Quaker is the best unit to assure the best fit and similar 

look to not lose the appearance of the existing windows. 

• The front door will be cut down on edges to remove the paint and re painted to ensure no edges 
will hit or cause friction or impact to cause lead dust to come out and effect the residents.  

• By installing the new shas & frame the lead will not come back out.  

 

3. Detailed scope of proposed work for approval (formatted as bulleted list (including height, style, 
materials and design 

• The drawing has been submitted as to the details of all the existing windows. 

• The new units will match sizes within approx. 3/8” on all edges. 

• The colonial muntin bars will be withing 1/8” in size of existing. 

• The details scope of work as set forth by the State of Michigan Lead Program has been 
attached 

 

We have also attached a copy of the full Lead Inspection & Risk Assessment for the home showing all the 
hazards and main lead hazards are the windows.  The state and contractor both feel this is the best 
solution to make the home lead safe and not poison any more children in the home. 

 

Thanks 
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